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“Arctic legal issues have garnered the attention of many
only fairly recently. With the warming Arctic, companies
and policy-makers are busy devising schemes to make
better use of the region’s safe and plentiful resources and
shorter navigational routes. What has been a surprise to
many is that the region is not the Wild West media has
depicted it to be – a region without any legal rules – but, in
effect, a place where legal rules are plenty and many legal
innovations have been introduced, be these indigenous
self-governance arrangements or international agreements adopted under the auspices of the region’s prime
inter-governmental forum the Arctic Council. All these
developments have spurred interest in studying the complex and innovative legal arrangements in the Arctic more
carefully, conducted under the University of the Arctic’s
Thematic Network on Arctic Law.”
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Thematic Network on Arctic Law
The Thematic Network on Arctic Law under the auspices of the University
of the Arctic (UArctic) has been established in order to facilitate contact between Arctic legal experts throughout the academic world, exchange experiences, contribute to the development of legal education focusing on Arctic
issues, and enhance research cooperation via multi-disciplinary research
projects, seminars or joint funding applications.

Thematic Network on Arctic Law
What we do
Our activities are dedicated to such themes as indigenous peoples’ rights, oil and gas legislation, law
of the sea (including continental shelf submissions, maritime traffic, search and rescue), environmental law and climate change as well as broadly conceptualized Arctic governance and Arctic cooperation.

Who we are
The network brings together over sixty legal and policy experts focused on the circumpolar North
from major academic centres and institutes. Partners come from both UArctic and non-UArctic institutions and, owing to affiliates from governmental and industry sectors, the network is able to involve
and inform policy-makers. The Northern Institute for Environmental and Minority Law at the Arctic
Centre (University of Lapland, Rovaniemi, Finland) is responsible for the management of the network.

Why we need to network
The need to facilitate effective contacts between Arctic legal scholars is especially visible now, as the
region is undergoing a major transformation. The double pressure from economic globalization and
climate change causes diverse challenges to the existing legal frameworks in the region. Opening of
the Arctic seas, new actors interested in the region, new technologies, development of indigenous
rights, etc., test the resilience of international, regional, national and local legal systems and create
possibilities for new developments.

How to do it
The Thematic Network is divided into independent sub-groups dealing with specific areas of concern:
Indigenous Peoples’ Law, Oil and Gas Legislation, and Arctic Governance. Other sub-groups may be
established in the future. Meetings of the network take place during various Arctic conferences and
academic events and, in particular, at annual Polar Law Symposiums.

UArctic Members

UArctic: What We Are
The University of the Arctic (UArctic) is a cooperative network of
universities, colleges, and other organizations committed to higher
education and research in the North. Our members share resources,
facilities, and expertise to provide post-secondary education relevant and accessible to students and communities of the North.
UArctic works in partnership with indigenous peoples, recognizing
their integral role in northern education, training, and knowledge
generation and transfer, and seeks to engage their perspectives and
participation in all of its activities.
Our overall goal is to create a strong, sustainable circumpolar region
by empowering indigenous peoples and other northerners through
education, training, and shared knowledge. UArctic seeks to promote
excellence in knowledge generation and knowledge application in
areas relevant to the North.
UArctic education is circumpolar, holistic, and diverse in nature and
draws on our combined members’ strengths to address the unique
challenges of the region. UArctic promotes cooperation in a context
in which recognized degrees are granted by the member institutions.

